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Ripple Effects of StoryArk

January 2021, Stillwater Area Public Schools’ Office of Equity and Integration and StoryArk organized a Ripple Effects Mapping (REM) evaluation to document the impacts of the programming in the Stillwater Area Public Schools. StoryArk and school district staff, students, professional artists and Emerging Professionals participated in two online discussions. These core themes emerged from the process.

**Building impactful relationships**
Students and staff were energized and inspired by personal and organizational connections they’ve made through StoryArk. A prominent subtheme for students was the deepened sense of community they have gained.

*I found people who go through the same things I go through and it made me feel less alone.*

**Cultivating voice, pride and empowerment**
Students emphasized the power of elevating their own voices. Staff witnessed the power of students finding their voices and finding that what they have to say is important and holds weight.

*Students say it is immediately empowering to share stories about themselves.*

**Creating an accepting space for self-expression**
Students emphasized that StoryArk has created space in which they could feel safe to express themselves. Some even shared that StoryArk was crucial for helping them work through personal mental health struggles.

*StoryArk is a safe place to share your creativity and vision.*

**Learning about through learning among**
Learning from each other was a prominent theme for students and staff. Staff, many of whom were in teaching positions, spoke highly of how much they had learned from, and with, the students.

*I’m learning to be brave and courageous and speak the truth thanks to youth inspiration.*

**Learning life skills through experiences**
StoryArk has created opportunities for students to gain a broad range career and life skills, including skills needed for future employment, creative skills, and teamwork.

*It’s made it easier to talk with people. In interviews and jobs, I now know how to approach the situation when I’m meeting someone new.*

**Failing forward, learning from challenges**
Students and staff described a range of challenges they’ve had to work through, from time management, to collaboration, to maintaining closeness during the pandemic.

*Sometimes, with a room full of creative people and their powerful voices, it can be challenging trying to write or finish a project while making sure everyone is heard.*

**Unleashing creativity through a student-initiated process**
Staff emphasized the role of the student-initiated process, noting how rare it is for students to be given the opportunity to lead.

*The greatest strength of StoryArk is that it seeks to nurture students’ strengths. The fact that the projects are student-initiated and led validates these students. They are, to some extent, students who do not receive a lot of recognition. Creativity is often not valued.*
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Background

StoryArk is a non-profit arts organization that helps students in middle and high school initiate creative teams in which they tell their stories using a variety of formats. The students create narrative podcasts, short films, comedic web series and a literary magazine that publishes prose, poetry and visual arts. The experience is transformative, not only for the students themselves, but for their audiences who gain empathy and understanding of the student experience. The organization’s mission is to empower student voices and equip young artists to thrive.

StoryArk’s process emphasizes students working in teams that build a sense of belonging and empowerment, as youth work together to create their stories. In their creative process, professional writers, actors, directors, cinematographers, editors and filmmakers serve as mentors who share their skills and wisdom as needed with youth.

StoryArk utilizes a Braided Funding approach, weaving multiple sources of funding comprised of numerous stakeholders involved in the initiative, including Stillwater Area Public Schools Achievement and Integration funding.

With an interest in documenting how the StoryArk mission unfolds, Stillwater Area Public Schools contracted with the author, a leader in the use of Ripple Effects Mapping (REM), to conduct a virtual REM evaluation in January 2021. StoryArk and school district staff organized two mapping processes, one for program staff (which included StoryArk employees, school district liaisons/educators and professional artists) and one for students and former students (Emerging Professionals) who now work as mentors for the organization. This report outlines the process and findings from these REM sessions.

Ripple Effects Mapping Process

Ripple Effects Mapping is an evaluation method that engages a range of program participants to retrospectively, and visually, map the chain of effects resulting from a program or complex collaboration. The REM process combines elements of Appreciative Inquiry, mind mapping, group interviewing, and qualitative data analysis. More information about the process is available at www.z.umn.edu/rembook.

REM typically involves a face-to-face group session in which participants interview each other using Appreciative Inquiry questions, report out their interview findings, and the facilitator creates a mind map with the interview data, documenting the chain of effects of

---

1 Appreciative Inquiry is a strengths-based organizational development process, increasingly used in evaluation, that involves the art and practice of asking questions that build on the successful, effective and energizing experiences of those involved with a program. For an overview see https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/appreciative_inquiry.
the program. Because the COVID-19 pandemic made face-to-face interaction unsafe, this REM process was designed using Zoom online meeting software.

The evaluation was conducted over two online sessions held on January 8 and 22. On January 8, 18 staff and 16 students/Emerging Professionals met in separate Zoom sessions to interview each other using Appreciative Inquiry questions to reflect on their experiences with the program. The program director paired participants in Zoom “break-out rooms” to interview each other and type their responses in a Google Form. These were the questions they asked each other:

- What is a highlight or success you had or observed based on your involvement with Story Ark? What resulted from these successes?
- What new or deepened connections or friendships with others (individuals or organizations) have you made as a result of your involvement with Story Ark? What did these connections lead to?
- Please share some of the strengths and challenges that you have experienced with Story Ark’s student initiated/student led process.
- What impact did going virtual during the pandemic have on your ability to build relationships within Story Ark?
- Please share some words, phrases or specific stories that capture what the StoryArk community means to you.

After the January 8 sessions, the evaluator used qualitative data analysis methods to generate themes from the interview responses and draft Ripple Effects Maps that were shared with all participants before the second sessions. During the January 22 sessions, group members edited the themes, suggesting different ways to group the data, and added new ripple effects of the program to the maps. In addition, the groups discussed some of the biggest challenges for StoryArk moving forward and added this information to the mind maps.

**Themes**

Each group agreed upon themes and sub-themes to organize the ripple maps. Similar themes emerged in both sessions, but themes for one group were sometimes considered subthemes for the other group, and wording choices varied. For example, the students emphasized a major theme about the ways that StoryArk had created an accepting safe for self-expression, a home for the heart. Staff emphasized a theme about unleashing creativity. Students were more comfortable using the word “power” in a theme title, while staff preferred the term “empowerment.” Both groups emphasized the importance of the program in building impactful relationships, cultivating voice and pride, nurturing employability and life skills, and learning from challenges. The table on the next page shows the specific theme and sub-theme titles for staff and students.
To communicate insights from both groups, the discussion below combines the responses from students and staff into seven overarching themes:

- Building impactful relationships
- Cultivating voice, pride and empowerment
- Creating an accepting space for self-expression
- Learning about through learning among
- Learning life skills through experiences
- Unleashing creativity through a student-initiated process; and
- Failing forward, learning from challenges

Below are summaries of each of these themes with illustrative quotes from participants. Complete images of the ripple map themes and interview data from each group are included in the Appendices of this report.
Building impactful relationships

The Appreciative Inquiry interview included a question about relationships that participants had built as a result of StoryArk. Large sections of each group’s ripple maps were about these relationships and their impacts. Staff spoke about the importance of connections with staff from other organizations, as well as with students. Staff were energized and inspired by these connections, and many of these connections have deepened to become friendships. A staff member highlighted that the StoryArk community has meant far more than she can articulate with words alone: playing and creating with these talented individuals, from Minnesota and California, has been absolutely incredible. Staff also spoke in about new and strengthened relationships among organizations, including school districts, arts organizations, youth and social service agencies.

Some of the greatest strengths I have witnessed have come from seeing the inter-connectivity and commitment the students and leaders have displayed to each other. They lean on each other and are all there to assist one another. They know they have a community in which they can trust.

The students spoke about the friendships they’ve made in StoryArk, and how the program helped them connect with people they otherwise would not have had the opportunity to meet. They spoke about the importance of the relationships they’ve built with StoryArk staff, highlighting the opportunity to remain engaged with StoryArk after high school as an Emerging Professional. A student reported that the staff provided a safe space for them to share stories, and assisted students with things they needed - not just about writing, but also emotional needs.

A prominent subtheme for students was the deepened sense of community they have gained through StoryArk. As one student noted, it was like a family you could choose to be part of. Another student noted that StoryArk made her feel like she had a community and taught her what a community really is. She got the opportunity to really listen to other people’s stories and learn that community can’t happen without listening.

I had the opportunity to develop professional relationships with Equity Leaders from Mankato and Hastings as we are engaged in cross-district StoryArk programming. We meet regularly and engage in a process of "gracious professionalism" where we share resources and experiences.

I found people who go through the same things I go through and it made me feel less alone.

Community can’t happen without listening.
Cultivating voice, pride, and empowerment

Both the student and staff sessions highlighted the ways that StoryArk has cultivated student voice, pride, and empowerment. The students emphasized the power of elevating their own voices. One student noted that being a part of this group has helped her raise her voice on issues that are not covered by media. Another noted that StoryArk is always able to tell the absent narrative. In addition to helping youth find their voices, the program also helped them build pride and confidence through their performances. Several students described their pride in being able to perform in front of large groups of people, and their acquired skill in speaking out loud to peers and adults.

Staff witnessed all this. One staff member spoke about students finding their voices and learning that what they have to say is important and holds weight. Another staff member noted that: being a minority myself, the phrase/mantra, “making space for the marginalized voices” will always hold a special place in my heart. Several participants shared stories about student voice and pride. One staff member described a shy student, who initially only wanted to write, started to come out of his shell and finally (after a year and a half) decided to take a part in a performance. Over time, he became much more comfortable and took on larger parts in performances. Another staff member observed the Carnation podcast group sharing their work with families in a mobile home community: I spent much of my time during this experience observing the non-verbal behavior of the families (who were native Spanish speakers) and what I witnessed was pride oozing out of every pore.

Creating an accepting space for self-expression

A particularly strong theme among students was the success of StoryArk in creating space in which they could feel safe to express themselves. Some even shared that StoryArk was crucial for helping them work through personal mental health struggles. One student spoke about being depressed in junior high and early high school years, and StoryArk provided a safe space to explore his feelings, connect with the world, and try new things. Another student spoke about how StoryArk is a starting point for who he is today and who he is going to be creatively, emotionally, and professionally. A student noted that it is somewhat cliché to think of StoryArk as family, but that’s how it feels: It’s such a safe community that we can share any topic such
as political, environmental, and overall scary topics . . . that are what we can talk about without feeling judged.

Staff members spoke about this safe space as well, noting that they endeavor to create a safe space for students. As stated by one staff member, StoryArk is a community where students are accepted and feel safe, where similarities and differences are honored, where students can be challenged, a place to agree and disagree, a place where students can be themselves. StoryArk is a place people want to be.

**StoryArk is a safe place to share your creativity and vision.**

**Learning about through learning among**

Learning from each other was a prominent theme in both the student and staff interviews. The students spoke about how important it was for them to learn from the Emerging Professionals, students who were just a few years older: *It is less intimidating to have people who are a few years older than you vs. industry professionals. Students know what students want, generally.* Students also described the process of learning together, and deeply listening to each other.

When the pandemic hit, students had to transition to Zoom, and this impacted their learning. However, the majority of comments about this transition were positive. The Zoom meetings were more accessible and promoted a different type of closeness. As stated by one student: *It was positive because it helped people become comfortable during an uncomfortable time. For example, if they felt uncomfortable, they could simply turn off their camera and microphone while still being a part of the group, and in their own space.*

Other students commented that moving online opened up connections with artists from outside the Stillwater area: *Going online resulted is my ability to meet people outside of the valley, we were able to broaden our horizons and make connections with professionals and students that we wouldn't have met otherwise.*

Staff, many of whom were in teaching positions, spoke highly of how much they had learned from, and with, the students. One staff member noted that there is an optimism among the youth, and a mindset of looking at different options to solve a problem or tell a story. Another staff member spoke of intercultural learning: *It has taught me that we can appreciate each other’s values and that we are more alike than we are different. These relationships have added so much to my life.*

**It think that it has given so many opportunities for students to make choices, a challenge being that through student-led initiatives, everyone is learning alongside you.**

**One strength that I love about StoryArk is that everyone leaves feeling heard and we most of the time reach a common ground.**
Staff also had positive things to say about the move to online meetings during the pandemic. The virtual sessions allowed the program to expand in unexpected ways, and helped staff learn about how to connect in the online world. One staff member noted that moving online reinforced the importance of check-ins at the beginning of meetings.

Transportation barriers were no longer an issue, which one staff member noted had caused a large "opportunity gap" in the past, and it became possible to engage students and artists from across the entire state of Minnesota, as well as in Los Angeles and Philadelphia.

### Learning life skills through experiences

StoryArk has helped students gain a broad range of career and life skills, including skills needed for future employment, creative skills, and teamwork skills. Students shared a sense of pride in their growing artistic skills. One student spoke about his increased writing skills as well as improved voice acting skills, which in turn helped him with becoming more involved in speech programs after school. Beyond the artistic skills developed in StoryArk, this same student noted: My involvement with HUSH has opened more doors for me in StoryArk, which has helped me beef up my resume, as well as allow me an outlet to process trauma.

A staff member commented that StoryArk’s biggest strength has been the kids’ growth in their craft and abilities. That’s an invaluable skill and the earlier it’s learned, the better. An instructor described two kids he knew who decided to pursue film as a career based on their experiences in StoryArk, and they are college students now: So from seeing this as a hobby to having them pursue these careers is very rewarding. Both of them are going to do tremendous work.

Beyond the creative skills gained, students gained the types of skills they will need for future employment. Several students spoke about the importance of learning to work in teams: A highlight would be completing a story with other people. I liked working with team. I learned how to appreciate teamwork. One of the Emerging Professionals mentioned that she was able to make a deeper connection with another Emerging Professional because they had to work in teams.

**Things I’ve learned: how to deal with current issues - youth insights are so deep. Learning to be reflective. I’m learning to be brave and courageous and speak the truth thanks to youth inspiration.**

**In a world that is so polarized, teaching youth to speak in stories helps us all grow in empathy and understanding of each other.**

**Without StoryArk I wouldn’t be as good of a writer as I am now. I have so many skills now that I use in my everyday life, and I have more confidence in voicing my opinion.**

**StoryArk has helped me get video editing jobs ever since I graduated high school. StoryArk launched my video editing career.**

**Being surrounded by a diverse group of ideas helped me grow as a person.**
Students and staff also described student growth in skill acquisition: *It’s made it easier to talk with people*. In interviews and jobs, I now know how to approach the situation when I’m meeting someone new. Students had to learn time management skills because of the need to balance their school and extracurricular activities, as well as employment in some cases. One student spoke about learning how to respond more quickly to emails. Another spoke of learning how to work with different personality types.

**Unleashing creativity through a student-initiated process**

While students emphasized the safe space as an impetus for their creativity, staff placed more emphasis on the role of student-initiated process as a spark for creativity. One staff member expressed this well: *The greatest strength of StoryArk is that it seeks to nurture students’ strengths. The fact that the projects are student-initiated and led validates these students. They are, to some extent, students who do not receive a lot of recognition. Creativity is often not valued.*

Another staff member noted that it is rare for students to be given the opportunity to lead, and that this leadership adds credibility to the students’ voices.

A student commented that *we are so involved in all the administrative decisions, what kind of projects we want to pursue, how we want the meetings to look, and how we want to get more people involved. It’s a blessing to give that power to kids to learn from, so people get inspired by other people.*

A staff member described how a team of three students started the Carnation podcast, grew their team and went on to win a cultural diversity award, impacting many listeners who gained insights into deportation, depression, and anxiety through youth stories: *They created stories that impact our future and create greater empathy.*

**Failing forward, learning from challenges**

Each of the two sessions included a discussion of the challenges students and staff have faced in StoryArk. Students spoke about challenges of time management, learning to collaborate, overcoming fears, and maintaining group cohesion during the pandemic. Regarding time management, a student commented that is was hard to remain on track.
with projects when the team members had become friends. Several students felt that collaboration was challenging: *Sometimes we talk over each other because everyone is so filled with ideas. We’re all loud in the group, which contributes to not hearing everybody’s ideas.* It was a learning experience to discover how to work through creative differences among students. As stated by one student: *Especially for younger and newer students, learning how to communicate and collaborate with other people can be difficult. When working together on a project, your ideas may not always be the best idea for the group and navigating that relationship and keeping everything positive and respectful can be a challenge.*

Students also noted the challenge of overcoming fear and gain confidence to speak up. Interestingly, one student mentioned that speaking up with peers was a bit more difficult than speaking up with adults: *Sometimes it can be very frightening because with an adult you can show whatever opinion but with students you’re quite scared to hurt others so you have to cope with a more respectful approach.*

The staff discussion focused on subthemes about how difficult it is to let go of control and a implement a student-led effort, about logistics and transportation issues, challenges during the pandemic.

A staff member commented that sometimes it’s *messy to let go of control and allow the process to unfold organically with students.* Another teacher commented that: *The greatest challenge for me, as an educator, was struggling to not step in and take charge. I also experienced difficulty getting the kids together, getting them to respond to emails or texts to set up meetings, sometimes no one showing for the meetings. Once there, we were very productive.*

Another staff member commented that the students can be disorganized and procrastinate, and that not all of them could drive or had consistent internet access. In addition, students were sometimes only interested in one aspect of the creative process, so they would give all their energy to that part, but once that is done and it’s time for something else, their interest would shift.

*Students developmentally are not adults. While it’s student initiated and student led, we still have to be there to hold them accountable. They depend on the energy of the staff to keep them moving toward their goals.*
Finally, both staff and students had concerns about the need to move online during the pandemic. While many noted the benefits of Zoom meetings, several people felt that the connection online wasn’t as rich: *It wasn’t a genuine connection because they are not right there. It’s not human connection. You couldn’t feel a vibe through a screen.*

### Analyzing the maps with pre-existing frameworks

The themes discussed above were generated directly from the interview responses, but another way of exploring the results from Ripple Effects Mapping is to analyze the responses using pre-existing frameworks about the intended results of the program. This approach allows the evaluator to “test” the findings according to a relevant theory or framework.

In this case, we used two frameworks to examine the data. First, we used the primary outcomes from StoryArk’s logic model, asking if the items reporting by participants in the two REM sessions were evidence of student gains in:

- Artistic skills
- Awareness of other cultural perspectives (intercultural skills)
- Employability skills
- Sense or community/belonging; and
- Technological literacy

#### StoryArk’s Logic Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes - Students Develop:</th>
<th>Short Term</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Long Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artistic Skills</strong></td>
<td>Students master the ability to initiate and drive their own creative processes</td>
<td>Students develop artistic skills that help them create original works that can go on reels, resumes and applications</td>
<td>Student are equipped with the skills they feel they need to move forward in their professional journeys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Awareness of Other Cultural Perspectives</strong> (Intercultural skills)</td>
<td>Students learn to work with divergent perspectives within their own group (strengthen interpersonal skills)</td>
<td>Students learn in effective dialogue with similar but diverse peers (develop culturally inclusive communication)</td>
<td>Students gain intercultural agility (can recognize, incorporate and leverage divergent perspectives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employability Skills</strong></td>
<td>Students develop collaboration skills (ability to give constructive criticism, navigate conflict, take feedback, responsibly adapt in uncertainty)</td>
<td>Students take a project leadership position as head writer, film editor, film director, film producer, audio editor, improv leader</td>
<td><em>Students help replicate and grow programming</em>; <em>Students become pre-professional mentors at StoryArk</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sense of Community/Belonging</strong></td>
<td>Students feel they’re accepted for their ideas as their authentic selves</td>
<td>Students form a sense of community with their StoryArk team</td>
<td>Student feel they have a strong platform to reach the wider community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technological Literacy</strong></td>
<td>Students can utilize a variety of digital devices (e.g., computers, smartphones, tablets) and interfaces (e.g., e-mail, internet, social media, cloud computing) to communicate, troubleshoot and problem solve</td>
<td>Students gain the ability to assess, acquire and communicate information in a fully digital environment</td>
<td>Students can effectively consume, create, authenticate and share digital content, and can easily adapt to new technologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, we used a framework focusing more on the broader, collective impacts of StoryArk. The outcomes in the Logic Model pertain primarily to the individual experiences of students in the program, and we knew from the ripple mapping sessions that there were

---

*Not being physically in place, the process changes. We would have people get up and brainstorm on the boards, now we are limited to one person’s ideas at a time, and it is harder to bounce ideas off each other. It’s less energetic because students are Zoomed out.*
other, broader, collective impacts beyond the direct experiences of students that were also worth exploring during this analysis.

From an earlier experience evaluating an arts-based leadership development program, the lead evaluator suggested using William Cleveland’s Arts Based Community Development Ecosystem map\(^2\) to analyze the data. Cleveland’s ecosystem focuses on the ways that arts-centered activity contributes to the sustained advancement of human dignity, health, and/or productivity within a community. These include arts-based activities in four domains that:

- Educate and inform us about ourselves and the world
- Inspire and mobilize individuals or groups
- Nurture and heal people and/or communities; and
- Build and improve community capacity and/or infrastructure

Interestingly, Cleveland envisioned youth arts programming at the intersection of all these domains.

**William Cleveland's Arts-based Community Development Ecosystem**

Once the ripple maps were reviewed by core program staff, a team involving the lead evaluator, StoryArk’s director, a StoryArk Emerging Professional, and two school district representatives, met to code the data. The team was interested in learning the extent to which the ripple mapping data provided evidence of impact in each of these domains. This full team met initially on February 4 over Zoom, using a Google spreadsheet to review each item from the student ripple map, determining if each item was evidence of any of the five

student outcomes or four collective impacts. The group then agreed that the lead evaluator and the Emerging Professional could meet the following week to go through the same process with the staff ripple map.

The team members needed to come to agreement about when a specific effect could be counted as evidence of an outcome or collective impact. The teams often coded effects under more than one category because many of the comments touched on more than one of the outcomes or impacts. The results of this coding are shown in the tables in Appendices C and D.

**Interpreting the tables.** This coding process makes it possible to compare the proportions of outcomes and impacts. These proportions are not like grades where 90% would be an “A” or 80% would be a “B.” It would be impossible for a specific outcome to be present in every ripple effect reported. But it is useful to identify the outcomes and impacts with the highest proportions of ripple effects, as well as the ranking of these proportions.

For the students, the dominant student outcome was about sense of community (54% of reported effects), followed by artistic skills (43% of effects), employability skills (38% of effects), intercultural skills (30% of effects), and technological literacy (11% of effects). The dominant collective impact reported by students was educate and inform (36% of effects), followed by nurture and heal (33% of effects), inspire and mobilize (12% of effects) and build and improve (3% of effects).

For the staff, the dominant student outcome was artistic skills (42% of reported effects), followed by sense of community (22% of effects), employability skills (18% of effects), intercultural skills (12% of effects) and technological literacy (9% of effects). The dominant collective impact reported by staff was nurture and heal (30% of reported effects), followed by educate and inform (26% of effects), build and improve (16% of effects), and inspire and mobilize (15% of effects).

Comparing the group results for student outcomes, it is interesting to see the stronger emphasis on sense of community among the students. Students were also more likely than staff to report outcomes related to employability and intercultural skills. For both students and staff, artistic skills and technological literacy were reported in similar proportions.

The strongest areas of collective impact for both students and staff were “educate and inform” and “nurture and heal.” For both groups, however, there were also many examples of the program inspiring and mobilizing youth, staff, as well as the broader community. Staff had more things to say about ways that StoryArk was having an impact on building and improving social and civic capacity in the Stillwater area.
Concluding thoughts

From the author

The impacts of StoryArk are multi-faceted and deep. This Ripple Effects Mapping evaluation documented the many pathways in which the program is meeting its mission to empower student voices and equip young artists to thrive. From the student perspective, the program has offered a crucial sense of community and belonging that has created a safe environment in which they can unleash their creativity and grow. From a staff perspective, the program has pushed the envelope in terms of giving students the power to initiate and lead the creative process.

All of the intended student outcomes of the StoryArk program were documented in this Ripple Effects Mapping process. It is also affirming to see the evidence of collective impact, especially in the areas of education and nurturing/healing. StoryArk is not designed as a mental health intervention, but its emphasis on community building and artistic expression has clearly impacted the social and emotional well-being of participating students, and many of the staff. In addition, StoryArk is not specifically a career preparation effort, but it has clearly given students workforce and life skills that will be extremely helpful in their careers.

A next step for documenting the collective impact of StoryArk might be to conduct an evaluation like this one with program audiences such as parents, non-StoryArk teachers, and other community members who’ve attended StoryArk experiences or have witnessed student growth.

From Stephani Atkins, StoryArk Executive Director

From its inception, the heart of StoryArk has been its student led, student initiated creative process. This report has reaffirmed for us the power of providing a nurturing space for young people to gather and share their experience through storytelling. Stories provide a way to gain understanding and empathy not only of each other, but also for ourselves. StoryArk remains committed to empowering, uplifting and amplifying youth voices. Students know what is best for students; underserved communities know what is best for their communities. StoryArk’s role is to provide the resources, skills and encouragement youth need to tell the story they want to tell. The mission is vital, and to that end, we commit to supporting what is most important, removing barriers to participation, and improving upon all areas detailed in this report.

From Marci Levy-Maguire, Learning and Innovation Assessment and Data Coordinator, and Eric Anderson, Achievement and Integration Coordinator

The outcomes of the Stillwater Area Public Schools/StoryArk partnership program evaluation are clearly aligned with our district’s Profile of a Stillwater Graduate, which includes collaborator, critical thinker, creator, communicator, and self-advocate. As we implement lessons we have learned from educating during a pandemic and a world-wide
focus on social justice, we have the opportunity to innovate through disruption. One of the intentional focal points of the district’s achievement and integration work has been social justice within the educational context. This Ripple Map Effect evaluation indicates that this work has led to positive outcomes for students and staff. It also provides a model for infusing student voice and choice, student leadership, reflections on identity and identity development, a focus on college and career skills, and a strong sense of belonging throughout ALL of our academic programs. As we expand and strengthen our high school Pathways programs, reevaluate our middle school model, and enhance our elementary programs, we encourage district decision-makers to consider the philosophies and practices that have made the Stillwater Area Public Schools/StoryArk partnership so successful.
Appendix A: Sections of the student ripple map

I have made a lot of friends. The Zephyr theater and StoryArk really helped get me into acting and voice acting and whatnot.

- Gained new friends and got closer to friends I already had, there is now a community for her within her school.
- I found some of my closest friends through StoryArk because of what they do. Before we were all friends but through StoryArk we became even closer.
- I became friends with many people. It brought me to meet people I wouldn't have.
- At StoryArk I got to meet people who are inspiration to me, I made friends who I could relate to more because it was hard to find that at a high school that is a PWL.
- I found people who go through the same things I go through and it made me feel less alone.
- I feel like I've made so many connections within my time spent in StoryArk, met my best friend for over five years. We originally met through the podcast.

She was able to make a deeper connection with the other Emerging Professional because she had to work in teams. The connections lead to deeper friendship and a friendly workspace.

- She made very deep meaningful connections with high school friends which then became helpful adult connections that helped find and launch me.
- He got lots of friendships through StoryArk. Most of his friends in high school were either from theatre or StoryArk. He has specifically been able to reconnect with peers after Podcast Camp, as they've been working on writing a podcast together.
- It's nice to know everyone, all of the other Emerging Professionals.
- I had a pretty good group of friends in HUSH, but lost connection with them when the main arc of HUSH ended. A recent connection I had, we were already friends outside of StoryArk, but it's just another common ground for us to talk about and help each other with.

- Being with StoryArk I've always had a close-knit connection with my sister and her friends.
- In the summer of 9th grade, we did a camp and we met more people from different schools. If they are also participating they could bring in more people for their voices to be heard. I know more now that they taught you about writing and how to read scripts.

Best connections were with leaders, the organizers of StoryArk. They were able to provide a safe space for us to share our stories, and they assisted us with things we needed - not just our writing, but also our emotional needs. They also were really patient with us. We're busy!

- Technology-wise, if we needed assistance.
- Finding times of day that were available for all of us to come in a participate.
- They brought a lot of connections, speaking to school board about social justice issues.
- An example was having them threaten to cut our AVID classes cut out of budget. There's a crossover with AVID and they helped us keep AVID as one of our classes. StoryArk helped us keep this program.

Connecting with staff

- They assist us beyond school. People that aren't at the Stillwater Schools, like me, are able to participate in other programs at the schools. They also call us "alumni" so we're able to be writing mentors for students like us at the high schools.

Growing a sense of community/second family

- Made her feel like she had a community that taught her what a community really is. She got the opportunity to really listen to other peoples stories and that community can't happen without listening.
- Through StoryArk, she really felt like she had grown a community and felt more part of the school. It also allowed her to grow closer to people that she didn't really know outside of the classroom.

Forming HUSH was like forming a family, one where he could choose to be there. StoryArk and HUSH became a home away from home, and he's still so happy whenever he sees people who also worked on HUSH. Now, when starting individual creative projects, he is able to remember how other people worked on things in StoryArk to draw inspiration ideas from, and can ask himself how he would work on the project if there were other people involved. Writing no longer felt like an exclusively individual activity.

- Being very close with all the students and staff in StoryArk. It brings us inspiration, ideas, we're not scared to share things with each other. It provides a better learning space, so we're able to learn from each other. It brings us all closer together as a club. That's one of the biggest strengths I'd say. Also, we're very welcoming to new people. The podcast camp was a good example.

A strength was being comfortable around my peers.
He got in the habit of writing regularly for a while and realized it had a positive impact on his mental health. Now he is making an effort to write more on his own, and at times other than just during his Nanowrimo.

A highlight I had with StoryArk was the podcast camp. It really helped me develop my writing style for certain subjects, as well as process some emotional issues.

I was significantly depressed in junior high/senior high school, and StoryArk provided a safe space to explore his feelings and encouraged him to heal and grow more than he was, he would have been able to do on his own. It gave him a reason to reach out and connect with the world, and to branch out and try new things.

My previous experience with StoryArk (HIV/AIDS) helped me develop voice acting skills, which in turn helped me with the extracurricular activity speech. My involvement with HIV/AIDS has opened more doors for me in StoryArk, which has helped me break up my restraints, as well as allow me an outlet to process trauma.

"StoryArk is the home for my heart." StoryArk was a starting point for who I am today and who I am going to be creatively.

I sometimes feel that things that happened to me in my professional life have nothing to do with my personal life. There was also, when we recorded in the basement of a house in Wisconsin, when Stephanie's car got stuck in the house's driveway and we all got together to help push it out.

StoryArk has been so considerate and is such an accepting and validating community and I feel like I'm like one of the students, we are all part of this community. I feel like we are all part of something bigger than ourselves. It means we have an open community where we can discuss our issues and stuff we talk about through stories so other people can interpret in a way that's meaningful to them.

Builds a safe space to take conversations and communication and it's important to recognize that.

The StoryArk community is something that has been in my life since elementary school, and I feel like it's an amazing concept, but it's the people that make it worth keeping in my life. The community is like a little spread out but it's still very, very homogenous.

The StoryArk community is a supportive and inspiring group. I never feel judged when I share my ideas and everyone is open-minded. I would consider them a family.

Finally, it's about creating, welcoming, confident, boosting creative group, overcoming creative challenges, making sure everyone works together, an environment and community not only people who work but the community outside, it's such a safe community that we can share any topic such as political, environmental, and overall funny topics (especially if that's what we can talk about without feeling judged).

Navigating her identity through StoryArk helped her branch out interests and find ways to express herself through creativity such as poems.

Safe, warm, understanding, kind.

Connecting with and relating to people with similar experiences.

Learning how to deal with lots of personalities and appreciate others also learned a lot about myself and how to improve myself.

Getting to learn so that people are more on our level. It is so intimidating to have people who are a few years older than you or industry professionals. Students know what students want, generally.

It means there are so many opportunities for students to make choices, a challenge being that through student-led initiatives, everyone is learning alongside you.

It means diverse, understanding and leadership.

One strength that I have is that I can identify people's needs and how we get the most out of their time to learn.

For films, we started making our own films in the spring and that was really exciting because we had been doing writing and podcasting. We had little meetings in the StoryArk meetings, which was fun. The space was so relaxing, it felt like home. Everyone was so comfortable and we shared ideas. That's the place where we were most excited because we were able to do stories come to life.

It surprised me that a lot of relationships with StoryArk did a really good job transitioning to online.

Online I could talk and be my true self. I was able to be more confident.

During the pandemic, we had to transition online which was difficult in the beginning since we weren't able to record our podcasts in the studio. But then we figured to record on Zoom.

Going virtual was nice because it was easier to connect with different people from different places, but it was hard to make the connections I made with people pre-pandemic with people I met post-pandemic.

Going online is still my ability to meet people outside of the valley, we were able to broaden our horizons and make connections with professionals and students that we wouldn't have met otherwise.

It was post-pandemic because it helped people become comfortable during an uncomfortable time. For example, if they felt uncomfortable they could simply turn off their camera and not feel like they were being observed.

It's normal everyday little things like sitting talking or being smiling at your friends or any daily interaction is much harder to do through virtual meeting. But it also made it easier to reach out to more people and boundaries were not as big of a problem.

My impact was mostly positive. I like doing online because it's safer and you're more accountable. It's a relief in a sense. People are more accountable for joking poems and no worries like transportation and dressing.

It's a little harder, she thrives with in-person contact (body language, and public acting) but it's a blessing in disguise because people are more accountable for joking poems and no worries like transportation and dressing.

I had less people to be in person at StoryArk, but at least not as much as he can now.

He was a bit sad but it was getting more involved at college meant not being able to stay involved with StoryArk, so we were thrilled when Stephanie reached out early during the pandemic to get involved with creating online programming. Ultimately, the online nature is a blessing and a curse. It allows him to meet people he wouldn't have otherwise met and be able to join StoryArk more often. However, there's less opportunity to meet people outside of StoryArk and chat with them and deepen relationships. Hopefully after the pandemic, we can connect more in person.

I feel like I wouldn't have been able to participate in as much with StoryArk if it weren't for online, so even when the pandemic is over, it would be great to have an online option for students. I would love to be in person but if someone can't make it, the online option is definitely awesome.
A highlight is finding my own voice, also learning not to be bossy, learned how to communicate with people, secondly got into video editing because of StoryArk that then translated to being my main income.

In the beginning, when I joined in 9th grade, we had the opportunity to make podcasts and write stories and I really enjoyed it. I didn’t know that it would be heard by so many people. It was cool to have an audience and voice my own opinion.

Being a part of this group helped me raise my voice on issues that are not covered by media.

Being to speak out in public being in a group of people who are more opinionated that I am definitely helped me and made my voice louder.

StoryArk is always able to tell the absent narrative.

The StoryArk community means being able to share your story with reporters.

StoryArk allows students to really use their stories and help them.

Being able to perform in front of a large group of people. It helped my confidence and stage presence. I’m more comfortable to speak out loud to my peers.

One of the best highlights was the PhPps awards. Basically, we had our writing rooms after school, and we were able to create stories from our lives, or that we’ve heard in the world. We got to create whatever you wanted and share that with the whole Stillwater community. It was like an awards ceremony. Some people won awards based on their writing. It was a great accomplishment. We were able to share our stories online and with our community so people could learn from our past experiences and what we were talking about.

We are so involved in all the administrative decisions, what kind of projects we want to pursue, how we want the meetings to look, and how we want to get more people involved. It’s a blessing that give that power to kids to learn from, so people get inspired by other people.

It wasn’t even about students being leaders; it was adults letting us think for ourselves and didn’t tell us what to do. It gave me a chance to think with an open mind for the first time and not have to think about what other people want. The adults let us do whatever and be us.

I would say that StoryArk has made a positive impact on me. I’ve gotten so many opportunities. Without StoryArk, I wouldn’t be as good of a writer as I am now. I have so many skills now that I use in my everyday life, and I have more confidence in voicing my opinion.

There’s a lot of learning opportunities. I got all these fantastic opportunities to improve skills.

My previous experience with StoryArk (HUSH) helped me develop voice acting skills, which in turn helped me with the extracurricular activity, speech. My involvement with HUSH has opened more doors for me in StoryArk, which has helped me beef up in StoryArk, as well as allow me an outlet to process trauma.

She has been in StoryArk for 4.5 years and because of that she has been able to work upon her success, StoryArk live host (MCE) she organized it. She is now an Emerging Professional.

My involvement with StoryArk had led to many opportunities. For example, I had a poem published in the Boom magazine and performed it live in front of others. I also had the chance to recite my poem to the school board. To add on, I’ve met amazing individuals from different districts and shared unique ideas with one another.

A highlight would be completing a story with other people. I liked working with team. I learned how to appreciate team work.

Being surrounded by a diverse group of ideas helped me grow as a person.

One of the strengths she’s experienced is working with like-minded people (which is hard to find at Stillwater’s homogeneous community.)

The group came up with awesome ideas and we could voice our opinion. It could be a make-believe story or a real one. The possibilities are endless.

Overwhelming amount of ideas from people, and great collaboration.

StoryArk has provided the connections and experiences to prepare me for my future career in film.

Networking—I got an internship, and I was able to use my StoryArk network to help me create a video series for my internship.

StoryArk has helped me get video editing jobs ever since I graduated high school. StoryArk launched my videocediting career.

I did a lot of formatting with the Boom site newsletter. I had a multimedia class in college, and it was really helpful to have that prior knowledge to help me through that class.

It’s made it easier to talk with people. In interviews and jobs, I now know how to approach the situation when I’m meeting someone new.

I got better at emails, which helped me get jobs. They taught me how to email and respond quickly.

She was able to have a job because of her involvement with StoryArk. A job that gave her the opportunity to do something she enjoyed and go into a job with familiar faces.

Learning how to work with different personality types.

He decided he wanted to do it professionally and learned a lot from classes about mistakes he made when he was younger and how he can improve.

Overall, he’s really glad that StoryArk is here.
One of the challenges she faced was time management because it is hard to get back on track working with people you’ve become good friends with.

Scheduling is sometimes difficult. It makes it hard for some people to join.

Some of the challenges are brainstorming ideas. In broad-spectrum we had a hard time picking what story to choose, we always ended up having three separate smaller stories. Sometimes we got to finish the podcast that went along with them but sometimes not.

Learning how to collaborate when you are all learning together.

One challenge was cooperation. There’s a lot of cooperation and coordination that goes into it, especially with something long-term like a podcast.

Especially for younger and newer students, learning how to communicate and collaborate with other people can be difficult. When working together on a project, your ideas may not always be the best idea for the group, and navigating that relationship and keeping everything positive and respectful can be a challenge.

One challenge that I experienced was creative differences between students.

Sometimes working together can be difficult. A lot of people want to share their ideas so badly and other ideas might get knocked out. Sometimes we talk over each other because everyone is so filled with ideas. We’re all loud in the group, which contributes to not hearing everybody’s ideas.

Not agreeing on everything in a group while making a story. Some of us didn’t say what we wanted to say fully but it helped us communicate, that’s for sure.

Seniors would take over the group.

Sometimes with a room full of creative people and their powerful voices it can be challenging while trying to write or finish a project while making sure everyone is heard.

Gaining the confidence to speak up.

She has noticed a lack of confidence to share good ideas from other students, it’s a struggle for everyone to find the motivation.

Sometimes it can be very frightening because with an adult you can show whatever opinion but with students you’re quite scared to hurt others so you have to cope with a more respectful approach.

Coming up with new ideas.

It has made it harder to connect with people in the same ways as in person meetings. She misses the personal touch of being able to meet, have snacks, and bond in person.

It wasn’t a genuine connection because they are not right there. It’s not human connection. You couldn’t feel a vibe through a screen. You didn’t have to have a time limit - now you can connect whenever you want. You’re not forced to leave and shut down your ideas.

It was really hard because the meetings got boring for students. Since we’re all close and interactive, it’s hard to want to be in the meetings online. The mood changed when online started happening. Just seeing each other face to face was more exciting. Sometimes people’s cameras were off. We had to take turns. We also were doing online school for everything so by the end of the school day when we had StoryArk, people were already drained.

A challenge, particularly online, is figuring out how to balance out small groups with a lot of students being more reserved; we need to make sure there is always at least one more outgoing person in a group to get conversations started.
Appendix B Sections of the staff ripple map

Student interaction, friendships formed, motivation, enlightenment, creative product:
Stephanie is a positive influence, a yes person for the kids, the heart of StoryArk. You can see her passion and it's contagious. Her passion for the kids to have technology and having someone on your side helps build up your passion.

Invaluable experiences, inspired and validated by others:
Against the wall many times with Stephanie and what she has done to help StoryArk grow. It is fun to see it happen and it is inspirational.

From a professional perspective, being able to work with Stephanie and her network, having the opportunity to be in a network and collaborate with that level of expertise and talent is fantastic.

My relationships with the staff of StoryArk community have become so rich and rewarding. Students, emerging professionals and staff have given me so much and I can't repay them for years to come.

Some of the greatest stories I have witnessed have come from seeing the interconnectivity and commitment the students and leaders have to each other. They treat each other and are all there to assist one another. They know they have a community in which they can trust.

Student to student, student to staff, staff to staff connection. Validation of student talent.

Inspirational leaders;
Stephanie is the heart of StoryArk, connected to so many leads, starting voice over career, she gave her a job.

Some of the greatest stories I have witnessed have come from seeing the interconnectivity and commitment the students and leaders have to each other. They treat each other and are all there to assist one another. They know they have a community in which they can trust.

Student to student, student to staff, staff to staff connection. Validation of student talent.

Inspirational leaders;
Stephanie is the heart of StoryArk, connected to so many leads, starting voice over career, she gave her a job.

Some of the greatest stories I have witnessed have come from seeing the interconnectivity and commitment the students and leaders have to each other. They treat each other and are all there to assist one another. They know they have a community in which they can trust.

Student to student, student to staff, staff to staff connection. Validation of student talent.

Inspirational leaders;
Stephanie is the heart of StoryArk, connected to so many leads, starting voice over career, she gave her a job.

Some of the greatest stories I have witnessed have come from seeing the interconnectivity and commitment the students and leaders have to each other. They treat each other and are all there to assist one another. They know they have a community in which they can trust.

Student to student, student to staff, staff to staff connection. Validation of student talent.
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The students loved it so much that they decided we should write a second book. It is a very complex science fiction story.

It is amazing what they can produce in film and video and I love working with the students hands on with the film equipment. Watching them explore and make discoveries of what works and what doesn’t.

That became a larger team that went on to win a cultural diversity award, and inspired many listeners who gained insights into deportation, depression, anxiety. They created stories that impact our future and create greater empathy.

Brick by Brick - for three years, I worked with this middle school writing group. Our first project was a book about writing, told within a narrative. It culminated with a celebration, sale of books and author signing.

The students loved it so much that they decided we should write a second book. It is a very complex science fiction story.

It is amazing what they can produce in film and video and I love working with the students hands on with the film equipment. Watching them explore and make discoveries of what works and what doesn’t.

That became a larger team that went on to win a cultural diversity award, and inspired many listeners who gained insights into deportation, depression, anxiety. They created stories that impact our future and create greater empathy.

Brick by Brick - for three years, I worked with this middle school writing group. Our first project was a book about writing, told within a narrative. It culminated with a celebration, sale of books and author signing.

The students loved it so much that they decided we should write a second book. It is a very complex science fiction story.

It is amazing what they can produce in film and video and I love working with the students hands on with the film equipment. Watching them explore and make discoveries of what works and what doesn’t.

That became a larger team that went on to win a cultural diversity award, and inspired many listeners who gained insights into deportation, depression, anxiety. They created stories that impact our future and create greater empathy.
It has taught me that we can appreciate each other's values and
that we are more alike than we are different. These relationships
have added so much to my life.
The first meeting of broad spectrum these beautiful students walked in
wearing hijabs. It took less than five minutes for all of my preconceived
notions to fade away.
Connection, community, empathy, understanding, cultural humility, "empower, uplift, and
amplify." I came from a conservative Christian background and there were people in my life
who were fearful of Muslims.
In a world that is so polarized, teaching youth to speak in stories helps us all grow in empathy and understanding of each other.
Our Broad Spectrum podcast group created the following narrative three years ago that truly captures the richness of this work: "Our stories provide context and meaning for our lives and
can inspire us to think more deeply about how we fit into the world and about the responsibilities that we have to each other."
StoryArk is a community where students are accepted and feel safe, where similarities and differences are honored, where students can be challenged, a place to agree and disagree, a place where students can be themselves. StoryArk is a place people want to be.
See a different side of my students and see them take ownership. Emerging professionals guiding them, I learned a lot as well.
The learning experience was mutual. I did not have to beg to have students return the next year. Student and parent
responses were overwhelmingly positive.
There's an optimism, and a mindset of looking at different options to solve a problem or tell a story. And it comes from many perspectives. It's really a perseverence that is endemic in these kids, identify other paths to take. Now more than ever we find many things we can't do. Their method of exploring options is more about what we can do, and getting it from so many perspectives is incredible. It's from a 12 year old who doesn't know the answers, but
knows the questions. It's from kids in underserved communities. You end up growing something that is far more amazing than what you intended.
Through StoryArk I have been able to build upon my teaching skills and now work with other organizations leading classrooms in film production. I have a better understanding of how to make things more approachable for students and help them learn the basics to storytelling.
Helped students feel more at ease with the pandemic and created their "own little escape" during this tumultuous time.
Relationships were actually strengthened. Need to responsively adapt instantaneously and participants all pulled together so that this transition happened successfully.
Hang out more often. Huge plus, so nice to be able to meet with anyone across the country so much easier, own comfortable space.
We have limited face together so maximizing and preparing for our meetings is key. We have also learned to be open and honest and as efficient as possible in our communications.
Enabled to see more people at one time, easy to connect
Given us as an organization to broaden reach, so going virtual let's us have a wider aspect.
This allowed us to expand and different relationships in a good in
unexpected ways and we hope to maintain it. I gained a real appreciation
for connecting in the online world. It reinforced the importance of checking in
at the beginning of meetings.
With the diversity of our students, we were able to break down the
transportation barrier. We were able to engage students from all across the
entire state of MN, Los Angeles and Philadelphia.
Crazy enough, going virtual actually removed barriers. We
found the virtual writers room to be a creative engaging space.
We have also worked hard to ensure the psychological safety of our participants in these virtual learning environments.
The circumstances served to eliminate an opportunity gap to transport students. Allowed us to access artists all over the country/world.
I would not have had a relationship with these amazing people were it not for going virtual. For that, I am eternally grateful.
Going virtual was a huge factor in being able to connect with more students around the state. It makes it accessible and scalable in ways that being in person wasn't able to.
As in school, it is awesome to be able to connect in some aspect with students but it is definitely harder to get to know everyone individually, but so much better than nothing. I think about what COVID would have been like 20 years ago... Virtual connection would not even be an option.
It gives the opportunities to fail. Schools protect from failing, but failing is one of the best lessons, builds resilience. A student hesitant to get involved, this allows that person to build level of trust and confidence they wouldn’t have gotten another way.

The power of the word "yet."  Failure is an integral part of the learning process. It's what makes the final product what it is.

I wish I had more time to put into the program. Scheduling is hard for me as I'm juggling school, personal life, etc.

For me, I would say having to go through the onboarding process—how we have to send reminder after reminder after reminder. Plus, timeliness, I think that's because there is a lack of understanding of urgency and why it is needed. Educating the emerging professionals more on the "why" beforehand is a lesson I learned and is critical. For instance, the IRS requires this and you don't want to mess with them.

Challenge was being able to coordinate logistics such as transportation.

Getting distanced students involved and procrastinate. Realist vs. Expectation.

Sometimes students don't take over, don't answer email.

Hard because people have different appetites for leading the process.

Challenge is because they are younger, they can be disorganized and procrastinate, they have other things they are doing as well. Not all can drive, no internet, and scheduling.

The biggest challenge I have found is that sometimes the students are only interested in one part of the process. They are really excited about that on part and will give all their energy to that part, but once that is done and it's time for something else, their interest may shift.

Both for me and in conversations with other adults involved in StoryArk programming, one on the challenges is letting go of control and truly walking alongside of rather than in front of the students that we serve.

Students developmentally are not adults. While it's student initiated and student led, we still have to be there to hold them accountable. They depend on the energy of the staff to keep them moving toward their goals.

Sometimes it's messy and it's the idea of letting go of the control from adults and allowing the process to unfold organically with students.

The greatest challenge for me, as an educator, was struggling to not step in and take charge. I also experienced difficulty getting the kids together, getting them to respond to emails or texts to set up meetings, sometimes no one showing for the meetings. Once there, we were very productive.

Getting all students involved and access to tech and devices to do what they needed. Having access to internet.

Lack of motivation

Miss seeing people physically.

The need to ensure psychological safety is greater in a virtual format.

Not being physically in place, the process changes. We would have people get up and brainstorm on the boards, now we are limited to one person’s ideas at a time, and it is harder to bounce ideas off each other. Less energetic because students are zoomed out.

I lost touch with StoryArk. My project went flat. My middle school writers were excited about Zoom meetings at first and we were meeting daily during "shelter in place." As it went on, they were less and less motivated and getting interaction was like pulling teeth.

It did make things harder because we couldn't get together to make films and work on projects collectively.
## Appendix C: Results table, student ripple effects mapping session
(Of 100 reported effects, the number and percentage counted for each outcome and impact)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Count of reported effects</th>
<th>Percentage of 100 reported effects</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>альные</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of community/belonging</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>The StoryArk community is a supportive and inspiring group. I never feel judged when I share my ideas and everyone is open-minded. I would call them a second family.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artistic skills</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>Navigating her identity through StoryArk helped her branch out her interests and find ways to express herself through creativity such as poems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employability skills</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>StoryArk has provided the connections and experiences to prepare me for my future career in film.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercultural skills</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Made her feel like she had a community and taught her what a community really is. She got the opportunity to really listen to other peoples story and that community can’t happen without listening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological literacy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>During the pandemic, we had to transition online which was difficult in the beginning since we weren’t able to record our podcasts in the studio. But then we figured a solution to record on Zoom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collective impacts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>альные</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educate and inform</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>Getting to learn from people that are more on our level - it is less intimidating to have people who are a few years older than you vs industry professionals. Students know what students want, generally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurture and heal</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>He got in the habit of writing regularly for a while and realized it had a positive impact on his mental health. Now he is making an effort to write more on his own, and at times other than just NaNoWriMo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspire and mobilize</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>Now, when starting individual creative projects, he is able to remember how other people worked on things in StoryArk to draw inspiration/ideas from, and can ask himself how he would work on the project if there were other people involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build and improve</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>We were able to share our stories online and with our community so people could learn from our past experiences and what we were talking about.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix D: Results table, staff ripple effects mapping session
(Of 117 effects, the number and percentage counted for each outcome and impact)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student outcomes</th>
<th>Count of reported effects</th>
<th>Percentage of 117 reported effects</th>
<th>Illustrative examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artistic skills</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>Summer Intensive - artists from the area were invited to work with students, teaching them and coaching them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of community/belonging</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>Community-family, and all have love for each other. Check-in with energy and health, having connection. Students sharing stories is everything.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employability skills</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>I feel that students are not only learning in the present but are able to see options for future career/job opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercultural skills</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>One of the coolest things was at the end of the year StoryArk Festival, response from the kids-interested in kids, opening of eyes into new stories and loved the students getting together -- all different backgrounds and experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological literacy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>I enjoy working with the students hands on with the film equipment. Watching them explore and make discoveries of what works and what doesn’t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective impacts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurture and heal</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Watching the potential of the next generation of leaders unfold. The power of acceptance, nonjudgement and encouragement to empower youth in a way that is impactful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educate and inform</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>Through StoryArk I have been able to build upon my teaching skills and now work with other organizations leading classrooms in film production. I have a better understanding of how to make things more approachable for students and help them learn the basics to storytelling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build and improve (community capacity)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>St.Croix Valley Foundation looked to StoryArk for students who could share their experience in their Conversations of the Valley event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspire and mobilize</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Students say it is immediately empowering to share stories about themselves.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>